RADIO ASTRONOMY FROM THE MOON
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Very interesting radio astronomy science below 10-20 MHz can be carried out from the lunar surface. Although a large radio array on the Moon’s surface is a long-term goal, useful pathfinder experiments should be carried out with relatively simple instrumentation. Here we present some of the precursor radio measurements needed to carry out radio astronomy from the Moon, as well as lunar environment and pathfinder studies. These will be based on the use of a small number of dipole antennas connected to receivers performing spectrometry and waveform capture. We show that at least two co-located crossed dipoles connected to a dual-input receiver are required to measure the polarization and k-vector (i.e., direction of arrival) of incoming radio waves, and thus perform zero-order sky mapping with an accuracy of a few degrees. At least one additional widely-separated dipole antenna, together with waveform capture snapshots, will allow us to perform interferometric measurements, constraining the angular extent and localization of the most intense radio sources, and build average sky maps by global inversion of the measured interferometric visibilities. With the addition of a sounder (emitter) and an impedance measurement circuit, a radio astronomy instrument may also be used as a Ground Penetrating Radar, probing the lunar subsurface. We will discuss typical instrument characteristics, required performances, resources, interfaces, heritage (with examples of measurements e.g. by Cassini at Saturn), and TRL. We will also mention the comparisons, cross-calibrations, ionospheric riometry, and VLBI measurements that can be performed via coordinated measurements with large ground-based arrays such as LOFAR, UTR-2, or the Nançay Decameter Array.